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Very Good morning to everyone. 
 I do hope all of you are keeping yourself in good health in this situation of National covid-19 
calamity. 
 
I intend taking your online interactive classes on 'drafting pleading and conveyancing' which is 
fundamental  in the field of legal avocation but unfortunately network issues have taken tall and 
eventually frustrated our efforts. I regret for all the inconveniences that all of you have 
encountered. 
 
 However somehow or rather we managed to ensure that the academic sessions do not get 
hampered and through this ongoing online classes we even vied to regulate it to some 
manageable extent. 
 
Today we are taking up paper 5th of semester 5th itself  titled 'drafting pleading and 
conveyancing'. it do comprise one of your compulsory clinical paper which is invariably  sine qua 
non for one's efficiency Vis-a-Vis proficiency in the field of legal profession which in itself 
warrants intellectual  potential and proficiency getting recognised by the concerned. It even 
provide plethora of opportunities for the concerned to excel their intellectual calibre & growth 
amidst this challenging career in law that one chooses to  pursue. 
Now let us start from its introductory portion itself and subsequently make it interactive as well. 
The aim would certainly be to abet yourself getting  some glimpse of in-depth inherent 
intellectual potentiality which you ought to explore  and Excel for being successful in your 
professional field of legal domain. 
 
Friends! 
There are many dimensions of intellectual writing which we often come across whilst pursuing 
our academic endeavour. Often there are certain circumstances or situations where we express 
our feelings or certain point of view concerning any issues that may tantamount to hamper the 
varied socio-economic or allied interests of the concerned targeted populace.  
 Significantly writing proves being a very important method whereby we may express our 
genuine feelings that reflects the originality of our thought and point of view which may either be 
different from the conventional one but at the same time tantamount representing  the core 
issues itself.  Pragmatically viewed, every writing, irrespective of its nature, has an inherent 
motive that the writer wants to convey the same to  the concerned  in their societal ecological 
periphery and contexts at large.  
 
 Invariably writings in any of the context asume specific dimensions and significance in 
accordance to the situation or issues in question so warrants for it. As such It may be called 



'Article' in which one expresses his concern about any aspect of the problems which one 
encounters in their daily life and desires others also taking note of the same . The same may 
often be published either in any journal or other mediums of communication that exists in the 
public domain. Statutorily, it gets protected through the legal measures provided under 
'copyright Acts' that have been enacted by the state for these purposes. 
 
Similarly it gets protection of the 'Patents Acts' which too is a statutory measure to protect one's 
intellectual calibre and originality in the field provided some unique issues and elements of 
scientific inventions are apparently inherent  in their writings itself. 
 
Moreover, it may even takes the dimension of 'Paper' when one writes down their viewpoint 
pertaining to any of the socio economic political or allied issues, that affects the varied interest 
and inclusive rights of general populace, through exploring its varied aspects by undertaking 
research work, of varied dimensions, in the field and subsequently even incorporating these in 
their conclusive findings on the targeted issues  before them. The same may be presented 
either at any conferences or seminar or even submitted  as  the requisite components of a 
'Thesis' aimed for awarding of a higher academic degree that eventually reflects their intellectual 
insights as well. The originality of these too gets protected through the statutory requirements of 
submitting the 'certificate of originality of the literary contents' in accordance to the 'anti 
plagiarism rules statutory provided for the purposes. 
 
Even though all of the aforesaid aspects of writing may incorporate originality; but for the legal 
purposes when these are used to ensure protecting one's statutory interest and right, then the 
same assume its terminology as 'drafting' and comprises one of the subject matter of disputes 
for being  put forward before the adjudicating machinery  that exists under the ambit of a 
nation's judicial systems. 
 
As such :drafting', in its general connotation means 'putting one's own idea in writing', is indeed 
a matter of art and in the legal parlance it requires great skill and intellectual efficiency  along 
with thorough knowledge of Law; both as an academic subject of social sciences and its 
procedural aspects along with settled judicial principles and Court's judgements on any issues 
of public significance besides proficiency in English language as well. 
 
 
(Objectives, key aspects and element s of 'drafting': to be continued ….) 
 
 
 
 
 


